The CPR Lauder “Blue Flea” Subdivision
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 A magnetic crane lifted the rails from the bed of the Lauder Subdivision in 1976.

In 1962 an application was
made to abandon the Lauder Subdivision due to the fact that “after
a study of the revenues and expenses the [Lauder] Subdivision
has shown that the operation of
this line is unprofitable and that its
abandonment would be feasible,
desirable and in accordance with
public interest.” The surrounding
CPR lines had a carrying capacity of
two million bushels, whereas the
Lauder Subdivision could handle
just over 300,000 bushels. By this
time also, good gravel roads connected all centres in the area and
most personal travel was being accomplished by automobile. The
odd train still travelled along the
track— occasionally a train would
come out from Lauder, pick up
grain cars in Dand and carry on to
Croll, but then it would head back
to Lauder. The track no longer offered a connection opportunity in
Boissevain, and the days of providing a dependable service were
over.
Dand had once enthusiastically
welcomed four trains a week. After
the railway stopped operating the
community—complete
with
school, church, stores and grain
elevators— lost its lifeline.
The tracks of the Lauder Subdivision were removed from their
bed in 1976. A magnetic crane was
used after a machine went before
it to pick up and pile the ties. The
job was completed by 40 men at
the rate of one mile per day.
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